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From what has been written about Cecil Lay
by Lance Sieveking, A.E. Coppard and others,
we get the impression of a slightly precious,
self-consciously withdrawn man, whereas his
painting and architecture tells us of someone
more forthright, robust and opinionated. Un-'
doubtedly, his mental and creative strength
was not matched by his physical after the War
but as a young student in Ipswich, he was very
keen on the theatre and proudly boasted that
Marie Lloyd had many times perched on his
knee in the bar after the show and he had everr
been employed at one time to supply the
auditorium reply to : 'Wouldn't you like to
spoon with ?' by shouting out : 'Yes, *hy,
rather !' One evening he leaned so far out of
the box, calling his eager reply, that the
balustrade gave way and he, and a group of
relief plaster cherubs, ended up in a heap on
the stage. The paipter of Sizewell and-The
Cricket Match was as much a music-hall buff
as a country recluse.

Lay's father, the local schoolmaster in
Aldringham, was a talented draughtsman and
Cecil grew up in a cultured household. However, he was firstly a countryman and spent
much of his time .with Kemp, a local farmer,
and his family. As feenagers, they used to get
up at one in the morning when the duck were
in season and hike off to Thorpeness with their
shotguns. On their way home at dawn, they
would pot rabbits and Cecil seldom missed.
In those days, the Parrot and Punchbowl, a
couple of hundred vards from Lay's home, used
to serve a hunter's breakfast washed down by a
brew called Purl which Cecil rather liked.'It
was a mixture of gin, beer, wormwood (a bitter
herb) and sugar which was heated in a conical
container among the coals.
Lay was apprenticed to the local architectural

Cecil Lay (right) talking to a villager outside
the Parrot and Punchbowl.

firm of John S. Corder but he left in 1907 to
attend the Architectural Association Schools.
While studying here, he became an accepted
member of that progressive group of artists and
musicians

who met at The Bombshell

in

Leicester Square. For a short time there he was
a close friend of Jacob Epstein and Lay always

treasured the special stone the sculptor save
him as 'being nice to keep in the pocket'.

Luy had been an immediate supporter of
Roger Fry's championship of the Post-

Impressionists

and wrote an

outspoken

appreciation of Van Gogh in the Journal of
the Architectural Association in 1910. Even at
Roger Fry's first Post-Impressionist Exhibition
(November 1910-January 1911), Luy had
done his best to persuade his uncle to buy one
of the Van Goghs for the modest sum of thirty
pounds but his uncle was not so enthusiastic.
At this time Lay was not yet working in oils
but he exhibited watercolours and drawings
at the London Salon at the Albert Hall in 1913,

Although Lay did not serve during the First
World War and rernained in Engiand throughout, he was deeply affected by these war years.
His unease brought on a nervous breakdown in
1921, after which he seldom travelled from his
home village of Aldringham, near Aldeburgh,
except to walk and sketch in the neighbouring
countryside.

Lay became an Associate of the R.I.B.A. in
1912 and a Fellow in 1925. He set up his own
architectural practice locally which flourished
and he was responsible for designing some
extraordinarily progressive country houses that
are as much part of the Belgian Secession as
the English Arts and Crafts movement. In
1923, while completing alterations to a house

in Middleton, belonging to the painter
Haworth Chadburn, Lay met his daughter
Joan, whom he married in 1932. One of his
main architectural achievements is the house
he built for his mother, whose wish to have
the grandest house in Aldringham was granted.
Cecil and Joan's house originally had been
two cottages and had, for the early thirties,
many adventurous and modern features within

a traditional

shape. The main drawing-room,
which was added, is still painted in two tones
of grey and incorporates geometric designs of

.foan and Cecil
the thirties in the door mouldings. The windows

ate perfectly proportioned and an original
feature of the room is the bookshelf which
runs all the way around the room just below
the ceiling. More beautiful and satisfying than

physical isolation, his work still received
recognition. Lay's Royal Academy picture of
1933, The Warreners (10) was illustrated in the
Studio review alongside the work of Sir Alfred
Munnings, Sir Geraid Kelly and Dame Laura
Knight.

The Lays' Home
anything else though is the light which is not
strong but gives the impression of living in
nature itself, which is where all Cecil Lay's
work is firrnly rooted.
Cecil Lay made sketches and watercolours all
his life, executed outside during his lorrg,

solitary walks

but his oil

paintings were

produced during one prolific decade from 1927

to 1939. He painted in his architectural studio
in the woods behind the converted cottages and

nobody was welcome when he was working even his wife never once saw Cecil paintirrg.
A solitary man, Cecil Lay was by no means a
recluse, being well-known and loved in the area

and indeed it is obvious from his paintings that
he was very attached to the people of Suffolk
as well as to its countryside. Despite his chosen

Although Lay was never very strong, always
suffering from colds and 'flu, he invariably
rose early and went for long walks in the dawn
mists often surprising poachers. His senses were
very keen : he could tell by smell whether he
was approaching a hare rather than a rabbit in
the mist and, like Picasso in Brassai's photograph of 1944, Cecil possessed an animal-like
speed of reaction to movement. His physical
{ratlty, despite his country upbringing, seems
partly due to his parents' ambition for him
which pushed him to work incredibly hard.
According to Joan, it was also partly due to
having been virtually weaned on strong tea.
This early tea drinking ruined for life his
appetite for eating and he never ate enough to
give him the strength to withstand the
extremely energetic and creative routine to
which he subjected himself.
Lay's poetry had been published in the Adelphi

in a small

selection that included Spender and
Auden. In 1925, W.H. Davies wrote to Lay,
congratulating him on winning a prize in the
Bookman for a poem called To a Bird, saying :
'I would certainly be proud to sign my name
to it.' Davies became friendly with Lay and the
first of Lay's five books of poetry was published
in t927. Desmond MacCarthy also sought out
Lay in Suffolk, believing that 'in less crowded

years' (a euphemistic description

of

1940) Lay's

work would have been widely known. When
MacCarthy died, he was working on a monograph of Lay.

Augustus John used to stay regularly at the
Old Farmhouse, 'Iheberton and impressed by
Lay's paintings at the Academy, asked him
several times to call. Joan says that Cecil always
refused; he 'couldn't stand all that drinking'.
Frank Brangwyn remained a life-long friend.
They had worked together before the First
World War and had corresponded regularly
for nearly forty years. Brangwyn used to visit
Suffolk and in the forties constantly referred in
letters to the fishermen of Aldeburgh that Lay
introduced him to on these visits. Brangwyn
had always planned to illustrate a book of Lay's
poems about the Suffolk countryside.

If there is any specific
paintings then

it

influence

in

Lay's

is far more likely to come from

the sources to which he himself acknowledged
the greatest debt: Frank Brangwyn and the
Dutch Seventeenth Century masters. Brangwyn,
can be clearly seen in the general form of the
figures which have the same bulging strength,
as thogh unwillingly arrested in motion, even
when shown standing still or pushing a pram.

Although it is tempting to think of Lay as a
Suffolk version of L.S. Lowry, with the grey
palette of Manchester exchanged for the bright
colours of East Anglia, the comparison is
inaccurate: Lay defines the individual character of his picture-people whereas Lowry usually
makes general statements about their overall
predicament. Like Lowry, Lay constructs his
pictures through flat jigsaw-puzzle areas of
colour but unlike Lowry, his landscapes have a
real physical depth and his figures actual
movement and form. Again, it is tempting to
draw parallels with Henri Le Douanier
Rousseau as not only are their techniques
similar but also Lay was primarily a professional architect not a painter.

This is the first exhibition which shows more
than four of Cecil Lay's oil paintings at one
time but it should not be thought that Lay
was an 'unknown artist' in his lifetime, and
since his death in 1956, his work has not gone
unrecognised; his collected poems were publishin 1962, a television documentary of his life
was shown by Anglia Television iq 1964 and

ed

in the summer of this year an exhibition

his watercolours and drawings was held

1
L

of
in

Aldeburgh.
However, Cecil Lay is, in a sense, a 'discovery',
not because no one else knew about him but
because his widow, Joan Lay, has decided to
make all the paintings available for sale so that
her husband's work can at last filter through
to the public and private collections where it
should be. It is very rare for any of us to have
an opportunity, forty years later, to see almost
all the work of one painter and to make our
assessment without any pre-conceptions. The
decorative interest of Lay's paintings is
unquestionable and they may even appeal to
those interested in modern 'primitive' painting
but they are far better than this * they have a
quality and clarity of expression of lasting
value.
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Published Poetry
Sparrows and, other Poems,Fowler Wright Ltd., lg27
Grotesques and Arabesques,Martin Secker Ltd., 1928
In and Out,The Swan Press, 1930
Seuen Poems, 1932

April's Foal,1932
Ha and Ha, 1933
Samples, 1934
Collected Poems, Benham & Co., 1962

Exhibitions to which Lay Contributed

i

:

l

London Salon, Albert Hall
Paris Salon

1913

t927

- 1938 New English Art Club
1928- 1933 Brighton Art Galleries
1931 - 1933 Royal Academy Summer Exhibitions
1932
Royal Cambrian Academy
1932 - 1933 Sole Bay Group
1927

Aberdeen Artists Society
Royal Glasgow Institute

1933
1933
1933
1933
1933

193s
1936
1938
1938
1939
1939

t978
lE

t
t

[,

b

h

- 1934
- 1936

Atkinson Art Gallery, Southport
United Society of Artists
Ipswich Art Club
Art Gallery of Toronto
National Gallery of Canada
Royal Scottish Academy
Royal Society of British Artists
Royal Hibernian Academy
Grundy Art Gallery, Blackpool
Fry Gallery, Aldeburgh - one-man show
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OILS ON BOARD

1. Portrait

11.

30x22in

of Cecil Lay by Rustun Vicagi

c.1913

17fi
2.

x

Sugarbeet, 1932

12. Theberton, 1932

23$ in

30x22in

Middleton Green, 1930

30x22in

13. Hedging, February 1933
19ft x 225 rn

Bank Holiday, 1931
30

t+. Aldringham: Winter, 1933

x 21f in

9$
+.

Ipswich Park,

30x22in

5.

Lowestoft,

Exhibited: Ipswich Art Club,
Sole Bay Group, 1933

1931

1931

15.

The Goat 1933
17$ x 16 in

16.

Cakn,

22x30in

6.

7.

B.

The Beach, Southwold, c. 1931

12x14in

The Tramp,

9fx13in

1931

The Beauty Spot, 1932

18.

The Fair, 1933
13$ x

Clothes Peg, 1932

The Warreners,
30 x22 in

t7. The Breeze, 1933

l7l x l7f'in

22x30in

10.

1933

t7$ x r7ft in

22x30in
9.

x l2$in

4[in

r9. The Nest, 1933

30x22in

1932

Exhibited: Royal Academy, 1933

20. The Swing, 1933

21{ x 30} in

rl

F

r

t

I

2t.

Seaside Seesaw, 1934

),

Benacre Races, c. 1935
29$

x

2ll in

&

2+.

t
$

I

32. Camival Figures, c. 1925

33.

Felixstowe Promenade, c. 1925
7 x4$ in

L937

3+,

The Bus Queue, c. 1925

22}x30in
30x22in

t

26. Spratters, 1939

35.

27.

c. 1925

Fences Down,

Steel Quoits, 1939

3l-

The Barn, c. 1925

30x22in
30 x22

in

WATERCOLOURS AND DRAI,VINGS

l0x13in

13x10in

38.

The Meadowrc.1925
13$ x 9f in

39.

The Farmhouse, c. 1925

13| x 9| in

29. The Cottage, c. 1915
12x14in

40. Black Cat: The Outcast, c.1925

30. The Lane, c. 1920

4t. The Shed, c. 1925
13{ x 9} in

9fx l3{in

IL

Tree and Hare, c. 1925

9$x14in

36.

28. The Cricket Match, 1939

F

9x7in

29$x22in

I
E

7x8fin

1936

25. Rural Wedding, 1937

F

F

Eel Pritchers,

Boats at Sizewell, c. 1920

4lx3 in

23. Village Green,
30x22in
I

31.

22x30in

18x27in

l

+2.

Suffolk Landscape, c. 1925
12{ x 16} in

54. Lowestoft, 1929

+3.

Trees nearSnape, c. 1925

55.

13{
4+.

9f x 13| in

Bridges in a Wood, c. l92B

57. The Wet Dog, c.1929

46. Leiston Abbey, c. 1928
9$

6fxSfin

x

13$

50.

The Picnic Party, c. 1929

59.

Southwold,

60.

Snape Bridge, c. 1929

in

48. Yarmouth Fair, c. 1928
13Lz x 9+ in

Cold Drinks Stand, c. 1928
7

58.

x 13f in

Southwold: Study for Painting, 1928
.10

+9.

s2.

61.

x4$ in

1929

9f x 13f in

The Manor, 1929
13] x 9j in

Peasenhall, c. 1928

62. Benacre Races, c. 1930

Lane in Snape, c. 1928
13{ x 9} in

63.

Southwold, c. 1928

6+.

9x5in

9f x 13f in
53.

6fxBfin

9f x 13 ]in

14x16in

51.

Suffolk Landscape, c. 1929
12f x 16$ in

56.

10j x 14 in

47.

II, c. 1929

Leiston, 1928

14$x9in

+5.

Beach,

l0 x 13f in

x l0 in

Cornfield at Leiston, c. 1928
9$

x

13$

in

65.

The Picnic, c. 1930

9x7in

Figure Study: Aldeburgh, c.'1930

9{x13in

Benacre Races, c. 1930

13! x 9! in

d

rT
l

i

Farm Cottage, c. 1930

13j x 9] in

67. Swallows, c. 1930

13f x 9f in

78. Church Fete, c. 1935

l3f x 10 in

79. The Beach, c. 1935

12x9in

Figure Study, c. 1930
x 13f in

Suffolk Landscape

9$
69.

Courting Couple, c. 1930
9fi x 13$ in

70. Benacre Races, c. 1932

13] x

9j in

71. Regatta, c. 1932

13x9fin

72.

73.

74.

Ipswich Park, c. 1932

13x9!in

81.

83.

Haystacks, c. 1938
9$-x 13$ in
The Heath, c. 1938

x

13$

in

87. Wrentham
9$

x

13$

Mill, c. 19,10

in

Skating c. 1940

9! in

Fireworks, c. 1935
9] x 13{ in

The Lane, c. 1938

9$

76. Sunday Afternoon, c. 1935

77.

1936

10x 13in

86.

13$ x

II,

84. Road to the Sea, c. 1938

13$ in

13f x 9f in

Suffolk Landscape

I, 1936

10x13in

Figure Study, c. 1935

Beside the Sea, c. 1935

in

82. Study for Village Green, 1936
15f x 11$ in

85.

13xl0in

15

11x15in

Benacre Races, c.1932

9f x
75.

11x

l0x13in

89.

The Stable, c. 1940
13$ x

9f in

